Interpolation problem on the sphere has applications in geodesy, earth science and other fields. In this paper, we present an axiomatic approach to vector-valued rational interpolation. In order to interpolate mn + m + n + 1 (m, n are even) points on the unit hypersphere S d−1 with a bivariate Thiele type rational function, the construction process of it is based on the Samelson inverse for vectors. We generalize Thiele type rational interpolants on the hypersphere of Thierry Gensane and give the numerical example to show validity of interpolant.
Introduction
As is well-known, interpolation method is an important way of constructive approximation. With years of developing, polynomial interpolation has already achieved many results while rational function interpolation, which is much more complicated, can be solved via means of using the feature of continued fraction and have achieved some promising results like in [10, 11] . Through using Samelson inversewe can apply continued fraction interpolation into vectors which provides a effective way for multi-rational value approximation. P. Wynn (1963) raised the question of rational interpolation of vectors. He noted that the ε-algorithm, applied to Thiele-type continued fraction for rational interpolation of vectors and implemented with Samelson inverse, can give exact results of vector-valued rational interpolants, and also Pade´approximant is an effective way. Scholars such as P. R. Graves-Morris have given the basic theories and applications of vector-valued Padeéapproximants like in [7] .
Just like expanding the concept of unary rational interpolation into multivariate, we expanding the vector-valued rational interpolation on hypershpere into multi-variable is very meaningful. In recent years, we have achieved enormous conclusions on sphere interpolation, like in [4, 5, 6] , which gives the theoretic basis of algebraic approach to curves and surfaces on the sphere and 3874 Science 11:11 (2014) [3873] [3874] [3875] [3876] [3877] [3878] [3879] [3880] [3881] rational interpolation of vectors. Graves Morris [5] first solved vector-valued rational interpolation problem by using Thiele-type continued fraction and applied this method to model analysis of vibrating structures. [8, 9] provide us a algorithm of bivariate vector valued interpolation and multivariate rational interpolation, [3] gives the existing condition of the solution to the problem of rational interpolation on the hypershere and gives a recursive algorithm. [2] gives Thiele type rational interpolants by the stereographic projection induces a one-to-one correspondence between the set of vector-valued rational functions lying on S d−1 the set of generalized inverse rational fractions in the equator plane.
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The content of this paper is arranged as follow:
First, we introduce theory of vector-valued rational interpolation. Second, we provide bivariate rational inter-polation to generalize Thiele type rational interpolants on the hypersphere of bivariate function. Finally, we give algorithm and application example. 
The formed rectangular mesh n,m x,y is given in the following array 
The Samelson inverse of a bivariate vector
where
) and D(x, y) are bivariate polynomials. The problem of bivariate vector-valued rational interpolation is to look for a vector-valued rational function R(x, y) which satisfied interpolation conditions
The following formula is the bivariate Thiele type vector-valued rational interpolation which is of order (n, m):
As is well known Characteristic Theorem and Uniqueness Theorem are the most important theorems about interpolant problem.
] when m and n are not all even. We can prove the follow Uniqueness Theorem by Characteristic Theorem.
Lemma 2 [1] (Uniqueness Theorem)
If two vector-valued rational functions R(x, y) and r(x, y) are given arbitrarily, which satisfied interpolation conditions R(
x,y and have the same type, then we get R(x, y) ≡ r(x, y).
by a univariate rational curve lying on S
where N i and D are polynomialsis called a solution of the problem IP if What is called the problem of bivariate vector-valued rational interpolation is find a rational function R(x, y) which is like (5). And R(x, y) is satisfied Interpolation condition 
Proof

Given vector set
∇ n,m x,y = {v ij |v ij = v(x i , y j ) ∈ C d , (x i , y j ) ∈ n,m x,y }. Let R(x, y) = N (x, y)/ D(x,
y) is of type [2k/2k] generalized inverse bivariate irreducible rational fraction (see Lemma 4), which is satisfied interpolation condition
x,y . We want to prove that for all (x, y),
We know there exists a polynomial Q(x, y) such that
| N (x, y) | 2 = Q(x, y)D(x, y), i.e.
Q(x, y) = N (x, y) * N (x, y) D(x, y) .
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We have 
Remark 1:
If the parameter x or y in T heorem 1 identically equal to zero, then bivariate Thiele type rational interpolation degenerate to univariate.
Algorithm
In order to compute L l (y), l = 0, 1, · · · , n in (10), giving the following algorithm: Algorithm 1
(1) The first step:
(2) The second step:
We can get
In fact, we also get L l (y l ) by Algorithm 1.
3) The last step:
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Also, we have a matrix algorithm. This algorithm is widely used and easily understand.
Algorithm 2 [1]
Making convenience of computation, the matrix algorithm is similar to divided difference table which can direct compute by table.
Let
By elementary column transformation: 
Similarly, let this matrix by elementary row transformation: i = 0, 1, · · · , m−1; j = i+1, · · · , m, and let the new matrix, which is created by the jth row minus the ith row of the matrix.
Each column of this matrix (such as the lth column) is coefficients of L l (y).
Application Example
We consider the nine vectors of norm 1 and the parameters defined by:
In order to find-if it exists-the unique rational fraction R(x, y) of type [8/8] , which interpolates the vectors v ij , we apply the Algorithm 2 as described in the Introduction. We find: 
, L 2 (y) into the following formula:
Then we get the bivariate Thiele type continued fraction which satisfied interpolation condition, and by tail-to-head evaluation finally get the rational curve.
Remark 2:
(a) Since by tail-to-head evaluation finally get the rational fraction is too complex, so we do not display it.
(b) There are two segments in Fig. 1 . Since between v 20 and v 01 (similarly, between v 21 and v 02 ) is difficult to give region of the parameters x and y, so we directly take the segment though v 20 and v 01 . Finally, the rational curve still satisfied interpolation condition. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we use the Generalized Inverse Rational Interpolants which is based on the Samelson inverse for vectors to construct the bivariate Thiele type rational interpolants on the hypershpere. Let mn + m + n + 1 points on the unit hypersphere, we can find-if it exists-the unique solution of the problem IP . We generalize Thiele type rational interpolants on the hypersphere of Thierry Gensane.
